21 with more than 700 variables. We audited data entry at 6 months (n=107 records) and 1 year 22 (n=2229 records) after the start of data collection. We present a modified Aggregate Data 23 Quality Score (ADQ) for 30 variables in this analysis.
114
For the direct audit, the data were analyzed using the program STATA version 13.1 115 (StataCorp, Texas, USA). Cohen's kappa coefficient (κ) was taken for categorical variables to 116 estimate the change in agreement occurring simply at random between raters and the 117 observed variables.
118
Kappa coefficient (κ) was reported as 7 : (i) fair, when between 0.21 and 0.40; (ii) moderate, 119 when between 0.41 and 0.60; (iii) substantial, when between 0.61 and 0.80; and (iv) almost 120 perfect, when between 0.81 and 1.00 7 . The Intra Class Correlation Coefficient (ICC) was 121 determined for continuous data variables by the assumptions of raters with similar 122 characteristics and for evaluating rater-based clinical assessment methods (2-way Random-
123
Effects Model for reliability of agreement). ICC varies between 0 and 1, with the first one 124 suggesting no agreement, whereas the second one suggests perfect agreement. Values 125 lower than 0.50 are indicative of poor reliability. Those between 0.5 and 0.75 were 126 considered moderate, those between 0.75 and 0.9 good, and those higher than 0.90 were 127 considered of excellent reliability 8 .
128
For the indirect audit, we focused on the analysis of the completeness and reliability 129 of all the data included in REDCap. In this way, we adapted the methodology suggested by 
138
The ADQ value illustrates the final score for both completeness and reliability. Thus, 139 the closer it gets to zero, the closer the data will be to the expected average, showing the 140 quality of data in a simplified way.
Results

143
Direct auditing data of the direct audit of the variables selected for analysis. The observed inter-rater 147 agreement occurring by chance (randomly) had an average κ of 0.70, with a standard error of 148 0.06 (95%CI 059-0.83). The analysis of each variable was mostly substantial (n = 4) to 149 almost perfect (n = 3) κ coefficient, whereas 2 variables had a moderate κ coefficient. In this sample, the data for glycated hemoglobin, total bilirubin, and albumin levels 160 were insufficient for analysis, but these variables are not mandatory in the registry. Table 3 provides completeness and reliability of the variables included for the current 177 evaluation and the ADQ of the study. Among the variables with less than 90% completeness 178 (COM) and low ADQ score in the preoperative period were (i) total bilirubin (14.02%), (ii) total 182 hand, was -4.7 but was related to the reliability. The remaining variables had more than 90% 183 completeness and reliability. 
184
191
We propose criteria and definitions (Table 4) The outcome variable (operative death) had 85% completeness and 92% reliability. Among 211 the inconsistencies related to mortality, we verified that the cases of intraoperative death 212 were negligible for the variable operative death. To rectify such in reliability, we inserted in 213 the system a script that considers the cases of surgery without admission to the intensive 214 care unit at the immediate postoperative period to count as death on the day of surgery.
215
"Mortality in Hospital" or "30-Day Vital Status" had 96% completeness and 99.7% reliability.
216
Patients with unknown or incomplete 30-day mortality status could potentially 217 introduce bias. However, "in-hospital mortality" completeness was almost fully recorded, and InCor, cannot be directly compared with REPLICCAR II, because the parameters are 236 different. However, we can analyze some parameters, such as the COM. Within their 511 variables (23.33%) had the same results. The work by Salati et al, 2011 1 , showed that 5 of initial data quality studies 1 , our study is within this trend.
243
In analyzing the direct audit results, it is important to remember that ICC considers 244 the fact that close numerical values might be concordant even though they are different. This 
254
However, we must remember that these results do not present improvement 255 strategies for the quality of the records because we cannot pinpoint the data collection error 256 solely based on these parameters. Newly proposed parameters, such as the ADQ, may 257 provide faster, more practical and low-cost analysis of generic data quality. Another 258 evaluation that could be performed was the ADQ by each center, which could then be used 259 to guide the centers about the strengths and weaknesses of their study variables and thus 260 help them improve the quality of their data.
261
In the United States, there has been much discussion about the applicability of Big 
291
However, if we cannot ensure the quality of the data in the analysis 15 , we will not succeed in 
322
This work shows the seriousness and commitment to this project, already concerned not only 323 with its development and implementation, but also the quality of its data.
325
Conclusion
326
The reliability and completeness of medical records are essential to the validity and 327 reliability of the results obtained. Indirect auditing gave clear directions for data improvement, 328 without the need to recollect a sample to evaluate concordance.
329
The best strategies based on our experience to improve data quality in a way the 330 information can be reviewed in the moment the investigator is filling data, are periodical 331 reports with detailed feedback and, above all, to maintain a sound scientific partnership with 332 regular meetings to integrate well with working groups in each institution.
333
Findings of a discrepancy between the data only reinforces the need for quality-334 oriented statistical studies, because it directly influences the validity, the analysis, and 335 conclusions performed in research. In places where such studies and their application are 336 still underdeveloped, like in Brazil, studies in this field become even more indispensable.
337
Focus on data quality is a sure factor that ultimately leads to a more efficient and safer 338 healthcare system, and it will surely play an increasing major role in its development. The 339 main objective of the present work was to implement improvement actions in a way that 340 guarantees safety and validity to the results, as well as allowing feedback on REPLICCAR II 341 itself. As an STS-based database, this project could provide the basis for a wider and reliable 342 quality-focused program, with the prospect of a positive impact on clinical outcomes.
343
Our experience reinforces the importance of training, incentives, and standardization 344 of the staff who collect the data and fill out the forms, which brings greater benefits and 345 substantially lower costs than the direct auditing with the still traditional Raters Agreement 346 Analysis. The latter demands more investigators to collect the data at each institution, 347 extensive data analysis periods, and results related to the understanding of concepts and 348 criteria. The indirect auditing was more practical in elaborating strategies for data quality and shows the best parameters of data quality in prospective observational studies. It is 351 therefore expected that it will attract more attention in studies yet to come, although there is 352 still a lot of room for research in parameters for measuring data quality in the healthcare 353 sciences.
355
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